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In many cultures, for more than six thousand years, Emerald has always been a gem of fascination.
A fine emerald can be valued two or three more than a diamond. That is why it is so high prized. As
told by the Indian mythology, the emerald was known to be translated from the Sanskrit word
â€œmarakataâ€• which have a meaning â€œthe green of growing things.â€• But, as the name is, corrupted to
emerald, which is now believed to come from a word in an ancient Persian language that is the
name we know as â€œsmaragdusâ€•. The word â€œsmaragdusâ€• has been translated to Latin and formed as
â€œemeraldâ€•. As early as in 4000 BC, there are some records which show that this stone was known
and also sold in markets in numbers. Aristotle in western literature is the earliest reference to the
emerald rings.  As he was a great fan of gemstone, he wrote about the emeralds during his
business. He wrote that owing an emerald increases the importance of the owner in presence and
speech. He also told that it gives victory in trials, soothes eyesight, comforts and help settle litigation.

Since, the discovery of this stone, it is believed by the people that the stone contains the essence of
a Goddess. It was believed by many cultures that the stone has enormous powers in different ways.
An emerald stone can prevent from falling in sickness. This can be done if the persons having
sickness hung it form the neck or worn in emerald rings. The noblemen used to hang emeralds
about the neck of their children to make them safe form falling sickness or any kind of complaints.

Emerald engagement rings have been sold out in numbers in back few years. This is so because of
the few reasons that are; firstly the emeralds are majestic to look and are really beautiful to watch.
Secondly, they are known for their high price which means they are a status symbol jewellery item
so definitely it will make you feel superior in the crowd. Thirdly, it is considered to be really precious
and helpful stone. As it is believed that it prevents a person from falling sick and is really helpful in
maintain the health of a person. If a person wears emerald ring in the little finger of the left hand,
then it cure his inflammation of the eyes.  Thus, many couples are in favour of buying emerald
engagement rings.
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